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The figures ln the margln lndlcate
fall marks for the quesf/rons,

1. Answer the following as directed :

1x10=1O
(a) Define differential coefficient of /(x)at the point x= a.

(b) The value of Liry@t i"x_+0 X
(i) 0
(ii) 1

(iit) d
(iu) None of the above

(Choose the correct option)



Evaluate.(-,

State Leibnitz,s theorem.

aa

(e) Show that lf (ia* = lf @ - x)ax
O0

A Find the differential equation of lines
parallel to x-axis

I
(g) The integrat F(m,n)= [x^-t(l-xY-Ldx

0

converges if
(t) m> O, ft >O

@ tu1O, n >0

@ m>-1,n>-1

(Choose the corect option)

(h) lf f (x,g) = 2x2 - W +2U2, then find

af .af
* and AA "t the point (L,21.
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(t) The differential equation

(#)'-'(*)'+SY=Q is

0 an ordinary differential equation
@ of order two and degree two
@ called partial differential equation

(Choose th.e incorect option)

(il Find the value of

x4
Ltm
x_+a gx

2. Answer the following questions : 2xS=lO

(a) Examine the differentiabillty at x=O
of the function I defined on the set of
real number as follows :

f (*)=*'"rr!, if x* ox
= O, if x=0

Evaluate limr(sinx tog *)

Show that /(x) = x. -6x2 +24x+ t has
neither a maximum nor a minimum.
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(c)

(d)

(b)

(c)



lil,

5x4=2O

(a) Show that if a function is differentiable
at a point, then it is continuous at that ,

point but the converse is not
necessarily true.

(b)ShowthatthenecessaryandsufficientaProvethatB(^,"l=ffi
condition for the differential equation
Mdx+Ndg = 0 to be be exact is

AM _ AN 4. (a) 0 lf g = sfn-1;6, then using

Oy Ox Leibnitz's theorem prove that

togs topa b- *') a n*z-Qn+L)x y 
^*r-ft'Un= 

o

(c) Evaluate I )"**v dAdx 6
11
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(d) 
:j:?,T"" 

differential equation from the @) ff (a,bl be a point of the domain of

a = Asfnx+ Bcos x + xsinx 
definition of a function / such that

(t) "f, is continuous at (a,b)

(e) Show that for I , 0, m> O

b 
'm-r , \,,- i , \ ftn /v exists at (a,b), then show /is

I(r- o)'-'(b-*)^'' dx=(b-a)t+^-r BQ,*) differentiabte at (a,b).
a

(e) tf u=sin-'( f + as ), ,n", using Euler's
\ x+a )

theorem show that

0u 0u*=- * U-:- ='ztang0x -09

3. Answer ang four from the following
questions :

Contd.



Test the continuity and
differentiability of the function

P, show

= G r(zP\ 6

(iil Evaluate aa (cos x)*

(b) (n Evaluate
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@ rf y = 2(o* +buY -(*, * ar) and

a2 + b2 = l, find the value of

02u O2u

-J-
6x2' Oa''

ll+x if x<2
f (*)= tr-, ir x22

at x=2

Or

(b) Solve the differential equation

dA 
= 

x+2A -3
dx 2x+g -3

s. (a) (t)

(it

For a
that

6. (a) (il Show that the
Lt= x3 +y3 -3ay has
or minimum at the
according as a is
positive.

Or

5

function
a maximum
point (a,a)
negative or

5

equation :

5

equation.
solution of

5

Contd.

(tt) If f@,a)=ffi,
@,a)r. (o,o), 

"f 
(o,o)= o, then

show that at the origin f,r* fo*.
r(r) r[r **)r" '

o12

ttog sinx d.x
0

(b) 0 Solve the differential

Or #- -*+ 5Y = sinx

(it Define Clairaut,s
Explain the general
Clairaut's equation.
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7. (a) (t) If u3 +u3 =x*U , ,,

Lt2 +u2, =x3 + y3, prove that

O(u,u\ a2 - x2

@=ilr1rr-r-1 5

(it) Solve the partial differential
equation :

(fu\p+xzq =s2Ir.,1
Or

(b) If / is defined and contihuous on the
rectangle R=[%bqc,d], and if

(t) f.k,U) exists 
"rrd.,i" 

continuous
on the rectangle B and

@ s(*)= (i&,daa for x efa,bl
- ,.ti' :: ^ '.. .:,

then show that g is differentiable
.:d

on I a,bl and g'@)7 !f-(*,dau
c

.10
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